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The Challenge
of MLOps
AI Introduces New Levels of Complexity.

As AI initiatives gain momentum 
within organizations, the challenge of 
operationalizing and managing these models 
at scale becomes increasingly complex.

Data and analytics initiatives were already 
challenged by organizational silos, difficult-to-
use tools, cost-performance tradeoffs and risk.

Now there are intelligent, learning, changing 
models that need to be optimized, evaluated 
for risks, managed, monitored for drift, and 
when needed retrained and redeployed.



H+AI is the only way to unleash the full 
potential of AI in the Enterprise.

A Human-Centered 
Approach

Amplify the knowledge, 
experiences and decision-
making power of people in your 
organization.

Build trust, transparency, and 
accountability of AI to drive 
adoption at scale.

Deliver AI in a responsible 
way, reducing the cost, 
environmental impact and risk 
of running AI systems.
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FULL OF LIFE
VIAN

VIANAI is a Human-Centered AI platform and 
products company focused on addressing the 
unfulfilled promise of enterprise AI.

VIANAI helps customers amplify the 
transformation potential within their 
organizations by thoughtfully bringing 
together humans with technology. 

This human-centered approach differentiates 
VIANAI from other companies and enables its 
customers to fulfill AI’s true promise. 

VIANAI customers include many of the 
world’s largest and most respected companies 
across a variety of industries including 
manufacturing, financial services, retail, and 
aerospace and defense, among many others. 

Our products include our Vian H+AI Platform 
focused on MLOps, and on several solutions 
built on this platform. 



Responsible, Optimized, Enterprise-Wide 
Deployment and Management of

Machine Learning Models
at Scale.

Vian H+AI 
MLOps

Platform



ML MODEL OPERATIONS
SCALE

Unified User 
Experience

Open, Modular 
Architecture

Performance 
Optimization &  
Acceleration

Risk & 
Governance

Reduce complexity 
across fragmented tools.

Enable seamless 
collaboration with easy-
to-use tools.

Plug and play tools 
and technologies that 
seamlessly integrate 
with your existing 
applications, and are 
deployable on-premises 
or in any Public Cloud. 

Maximize existing 
investments.

Remove cost-
performance tradeoffs.

Reduce operational and 
reputational risk.

Increase value of models 
over time.



TRANSFORMATIONS
DRIVE

Onboard, 
Validate & Test 

Deploy & 
Operationalize

Monitor & 
Observe

Rebuild /
Retrain

Optimize and 
Accelerate 
Performance & 
Throughput

Uncertainty Analysis
- evaluate training

data; mitigate 
uncertainty & bias.

Package & containerize 
for API endpoint.

 
Real-time or batch. 

Monitor models
created on any platform 
for performance, errors, 
outliers & drift.

Trigger automated 
retraining.

100x-1000x on 
commodity hardware.

Reduce costs, build trust, and
accelerate AI adoption.



Many models.
From different sources.

Built in different languages.
On different platforms.

Using a variety of tools.

Abstract
Away the

Complexity



Let’s Work
Together!

www.vian.ai
info@vian.ai


